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Introduction. The urgency of studying the problems of 

the formation history of military medicine at the present 

stage of development is due to the fundamental qualitative 

changes in warfare and significant restructuring in the or-

ganizational structure of the armed forces. Any ill-

considered reforms of military medicine can cause new 

problems during military operations and this radically 

changes adopted rules and regulations on the organization of 

medical support of troops. Therefore, there is a need for 

careful study of the past experience of military medicine and 

its further usage according to the todaв’s requirements.  
Detailed study of modern military medicine offers a rich 

material for theoretical generalizations and practical conse-

quences of opening patterns and trends in the principles 

development of medical care, and how to predict the future 

direction of military medical science. 

Nowadays defense reform in Ukraine is carried out un-

der hard military-political, operational-and-strategic and 

economic conditions as a result of military aggression of 

Russia against Ukraine, the occupation of the sovereign 

territory of Ukraine – the Autonomous Republic of Crimea 

and Sevastopol by the Russian Federation. The transforma-

tion of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and its medical service 

is going on under conditions of warfare on the part of the 

Donetsk and Lugansk regions within the framework of anti-

terrorist operation (ATO). Despite the difficulties of the 

present and relatively short (25 years since Ukraine gained 

independence) historical period, Ukrainian military medi-

cine has already had extremely difficult way of transforma-

tion. At the same time, given the level of acquired own ex-

perience and its direct impact on the organization and prin-

ciples of medical support of the armed forces in the ATO, it 

became possible to improve significantly and upgrade the 

measures and means of providing medical care in the pre-

hospital phase. 

The objective of the study is an attempt to analyze some 

methodological issues that point to approaches to the inves-

tigation of connections and relationships in the history of 

national military medicine and how it can be used for ex-

plaining certain events and facts that affected essentially the 

major milestones of the present stage of the military medi-

cine formation and development. 

The object, materials and methods. The object of the 

research is the medical support system of the Ukrainian 

Armed Forces and the methods of the study are system and 

historical analyses. Legislative, legal and regulatory docu-
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ments related to reforming the medical support system of 

the Ukrainian Armed Forces serve as materials of the given 

research. Scientific publications with information on re-

forming the military have also been used. Philosophical 

methods are a means of disclosure of military history and 

medical measures and promote the full use of the whole 

arsenal of knowledge to disclose the patterns of the proc-

esses and phenomena development in the history of military 

medicine. 

Results and discussion. In accordance with the docu-

ments (the reform program and development of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine), the development of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine is officially1 divided into five main stages: 1st 

(1991-1996) – the basis formation of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine; 2nd (1997-2000) – development of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine; 3rd (2001-2005) – reform of he Armed 

Forces of Ukraine; 4th (2006-2012) – development of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine; 5th (from 2013) – improvement 

of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Of course, the aforemen-

tioned division of historical periods that meets the terms of 

government programs is rather conventional.  However, in 

our opinion, this division is logical because all state pro-

grams were formed by the new leadership of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine introducing certain mechanisms of finan-

cial support. 

According to O. Melnyk2, the first stage of the Ukrainian 

Armed Forces development, in general, was characterized 

by the simultaneous introduction of administration control 

structure, the creation of the legal framework, the structures 

and number troops reduction. This phase began with the 

adoption of relevant Resolution by Verkhovna Rada of 

Ukraine, August 24, 19913 which took control of “all mili-
tarв units stationed in the republic” started the creation of a 
national army and Ministry of Defense. The first attempts of 

reformation or transformation of the military grouping of the 

former Soviet armв didn’t have a clear strategic vision for 
the future model of the national army and, thus, were limited 

mainly to indiscriminate cuts. The magnitude of the reduc-

tion was unprecedented: only in the first five years of inde-

pendence over 3500 different military structures, almost 

410,000 people personnel have been reduced. The number 

of weapons and military equipment was significantly re-

duced: combat aircraft – by 600 units, helicopters – almost 

by 250, tanks and armored combat vehicles were reduced by 

2400 and 2000 respectively. From 1992 to 1996 the number 

of troops was reduced by 48% and to 370 thousand people. 

In parallel with the processes taking place in the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine, there was a transformation of military 

medicine. 

The main objectives of the military medicine establish-

ment during the first phase of laying the foundations of the 

Ukrainian Armed Forces (1991-1996) were the following: a) 

awareness of the need for a modern health care system; b) 

formation of the highest governing body; c) the concept 

development of combining disparate types of medical ser-

vices of the former USSR Armed Forces; d) examination of 

ways of the plan practical implementation. 

After the creation of the new ministry, at the directive 

request of Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, on the basis of 

the medical service of the Kiev military district, the office of 

medical support of the Ukraine Armed Forces Rear Staff 

was formed, which was renamed in the future to Military 

Medical Department of the Rear Staff of the Armed Forces 

of Ukraine. In May 1994, the Military Medical Department 

of the Rear Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine was reor-

ganized into the Central Military Medical Department of the 

Rear of the Armed Forces, and from October 1994 – into the 

Main Military Medical Department (MMMD) General Staff 

of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. At the same time, at the 

office of the Minister of Defense of Ukraine the office of 

Service Personnel Health was formed. 

The first step in practical formation of the Ukrainian 

military medicine was the medical service reformation of 

three military districts (Kiev, Odessa and Prykarpatska dis-

trict) and units, formations and associations of the Air 

Forces and Air Defense Troops, 43 Missile Army, Railway 

Troops, military and construction offices of the Black Sea 

Fleet of the former USSR into a single medical service of 

the Armed Forces of Ukraine. The medical services of the 

above mentioned military associations were independent 

and subordinate to the military districts rear chiefs, and with 

the special issues – to the Central Military Medical Depart-

ment (CMMD) of Ministry of Defense of the USSR. The 

medicines and medical property supply was completely cen-

tralized and depended on CMMD decisions of Ministry of 

Defense of the USSR. 

The first results of a new system of medical provision 

were not the only association of separate health services into 

a single national health service of the Armed Forces, but 

also the governing body exclusion (MMMD) from the direct 

subordination of the Ukrainian Armed Forces Rear, result-

ing in further medical care formation as a separate species of 

comprehensive troops support. 

In the same period, creation of a national system of mili-

tary medical education and research in Ukraine begins. The 

decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated Au-

gust 19, 1992, №490 “On the Reform of Militarв Educa-
tion” stated: “p.9. To the Ministrв of Education, Ministrв of 
Health and the Ministry of Defense – for preparing officers 

with specialties that are not in military schools, to form a 

Military Medical Branch (MMB) at the Ukrainian State 

Medical University at the military departments of the Kiev 

Medical Institute and the Kiev Institute of improvement of 

doctors eliminated”. 
 Later this date was seen as establishing the Day of 

Ukrainian Military Medical Academy. According to the 

order of the chief of General Staff of Ukraine an organiza-

tional group, which began processing the MMB staff, meth-

ods and techniques of teaching and educational process, 

curricula and training programs for students, approval and 

introduction of the MMB staff, was formed. The enormous 

preparatory work made it possible to conduct a first intake 

of students and adjunct in July-August, 1993. 

Furthermore, the teachers of Military Department of 

Bogomolets Kiev Medical Institute, Kyiv Institute of Post-

graduate Doctors, and military doctors who come from 

Ukraine and served in the various regions of the former So-

viet Union and returned to his native Ukraine, played a fun-

1 Informatsiвa roгdilu “Istoriвa” [Information Section "Historв"], Ofitsiвnвв saвt Ministerstva oboronв Ukraвinв, URL: www.mil. gov.ua. 
2 Mel`nвk O. “Oboronna reforma: pevni uspikhв, nepevni perspektвvв” [Defense reform: some success, uncertain prospects], Natsionalʹna 

bezpeka i oborona, 2010, N. 4, P. 42-45. 
3 Postanova Verkhovnoвi Radв Ukraвinв “Pro viвs`kovi formuvannвa na Ukraвini” vid 24 serpnвa 1991 r., N. 1431 [Resolution of the 

Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine "On military forces in Ukraine" dated 24 August 1991], URL: zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1431-12. 
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damental role in the organization of this work. 

 In a further development, the decision of the Cabinet of 

Ukraine dated October, 16, 1995, №820 “On Creation of 
Ukrainian Militarв Medical Academв” was officiallв recog-
nized the fact of the Ukrainian Military Medical Academy 

(UMMA) establishment, determined the organization and 

system components of military medical education and sci-

ence in Ukraine. The UMMA first chief became a candidate 

of medical sciences (MD – in 2002), Professor (2003) 

Vladimir Pasko. In July, 1994, the Ukrainian military med-

ics got the emblem of medical service – the staff of Ascle-

pius, a snake entwined and a wreath and viburnum leaves, 

embedded in the bottom of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 

Emblem. 

The Department of doctors training for the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine was formed as part of Bohomolets Na-

tional Medical University, and in the Vinnitsa Medical Col-

lege there was military and medical department, where be-

gan the militarв doctors assistant’s training with educational 
level of Bachelor. 

During this period, according to the order of the Ministry 

of Health of Ukraine and the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine 

dated December 15, 1995 №233/332 “On Establishment of 
Departments of Extreme and Militarв Medicine” depart-
ments of extreme and military medicine in medical universi-

ties of Ukraine were established. Based on the order of the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and the Ministry of Health 

of Ukraine dated Julв 18, 1996 №215 / 202 “On Introduc-
tion of the Provisions of the Curriculum, Staffing Model of 

Departments of Extreme and Military Medicine and Organi-

гation of Their Work”, training of medical students accord-
ing to program for reserve officers of medical service 

(Military occupational specialty – 901000). 

Thus, during the period of forming the foundations of 

the Armed Forces of Ukraine (1991-1996), Military medi-

cine of Ukraine has managed to form a “skeleton” of the 
health care system, has got a capable governing body and 

has come from the Armed Forces of Ukraine Rear subordi-

nation and introduced its own training of personnel re-

sources. 

The starting point of the next stage of “development” in 
the life of the Armed Forces of Ukraine is considered an 

approval of the Presidential Decree of Ukraine dated Janu-

arв, 20, 1997 “The State Program of Construction and De-
velopment of the Armed Forces of Ukraine till 2005”. The 
program provided an opportunity to identify areas of devel-

opment of Ukrainian troops, clarify objectives, structure, 

number, ratio of troops, building of the organizational struc-

ture of government, joints and units etc. The Ministry of 

Defense of Ukraine became the central body of executive 

power and military control; the Armed Forces of Ukraine, 

the main military administration body – the General Staff of 

Armed Forces of Ukraine, all types of Ukraine's Armed 

Forces – Army, Air Force, Army Air Defense, Navy; asso-

ciations, connections, units, military educational institutions 

and so on were in its submission. 

During 1997-1998, the necessarв changes in Ukraine’s 
legislation to further legal support of the program of devel-

opment of the Armed Forces of Ukraine were conducted: 1. 

A new edition of the Military Doctrine was developed; 2. 

The Laws of Ukraine “On Defense of Ukraine” and “On the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine” were adopted; 3. The Decree of 
the President of Ukraine “On the Ministrв of Defense of 
Ukraine” and “On General Staff of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine” were approved. The Resolution of the Verkhovna 
Rada of Ukraine “On the Number of Armed Forces of 
Ukraine”, adopted on December 22, 1998, provided an op-
portunity to begin the transition to the new system of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine and create new provision system. 

Military medical service as a part of the Armed Forces 

of Ukraine took part in all processes taking place in the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and General Staff of Armed 

Forces of Ukraine. The leaders of Main Military Medical 

Department (MMMD) of General Staff of the Armed Forces 

of Ukraine developed in the short term the concept of the 

main directions of construction and development of the 

medical service of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, approved 

by the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine dated March 03, 

1997, and a program of construction and development of 

medical service of the Armed Forces of Ukraine till 2005. 

Under the terms of the program Main Military Medical De-

partment of the General Staff of Ukraine was reorganized 

into the Main Military Medical Department (MMMD) of the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and therefore transferred to 

the structure of the Ministry of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine. An active work on improvement of the legal 

framework of the Medical Service of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine was continued. The Directive of the Ministry of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine determined "...to consider a medi-

cal service as an independent tвpe of provision”. Thus, mili-
tary medicine officially withdrew from the submission of 

the Rear of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 

According to the State program of construction and de-

velopment of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, measures to 

further reform of the military health service, reorganization 

and improvement of medical support in peacetime and war-

time were conducted. However, in this period a number of 

unpopular measures on planned reduction of medical units, 

establishments and personnel was carried out. Only in the 

period from 1996 to 1999, the medical service of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine held a number of organizational measures 

for the disbandment and reorganization of 141 military 

medical units, eliminated all kindergartens (49), which were 

held by state health service. In result of organizational ac-

tivities medical service personnel number was reduced to 

62% of the total. 

During 1998 such administration verticals as medical 

diagnostic, sanitary-epidemiological and medical supplies 

vertical were actively developed.  The levels of medical 

service were determined: Main Military Clinical Hospital 

(MMCH), Kyiv – highly specialized medical care; Central 

Military Hospital (in Odessa, Lviv, Chernihiv, etc.) – spe-

cialized medical care; basic hospitals – specialized and 

qualified medical care; garrison military hospitals – quality 

medical care. The main essence of the formation of diagnos-

tic and treatment vertical was an organization of care and 

treatment in the area of responsibility of health care institu-

tion for the specified level (regardless of species identity).  

 Due to the permanent downsizing of medical services 

(primarily due to military hospitals), typical staffing hospi-

tals at the appropriate levels were developed. If necessary, 

there were personnel cuts military hospital, the latter was 

transferred to the state hospital of a lower level. Temporary 

provisions on the organization of the military hospitals on a 

territorial basis were developed. 

In order requirements of the Ministry of Defense of 

Ukraine territorial principle of medical care giving in estab-

lished Kiev and Vinnitsa military medical centers was prac-
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tically implemented. In particular, the task of creating new 

functional association (Kiev Military Medical Center) were 

defined innovation of: the creation of medical-and-economic 

and legal foundations of the system of medical provision on 

the territorial principle – the development of regulations, 

guidelines, medical standards development, implementation 

and monitoring of  quality of medical care giving; reorgani-

zation of primary health care through the mechanism of 

territorial districts; reorganization of hospital care for peri-

ods of patient care and more. 

The system of medical care for the territorial principle 

was later approved by the Minister of Defense of Ukraine. 

According to this order for the first time, using the territorial 

principle of health care, respective military units, regardless 

of their specific submission, were assigned to the military 

hospitals. 

Under Art. 33 of the Law of Ukraine “On Ensuring Sani-
tarв and Epidemiological People’s Welfare" in the first half 
of 1998, the State Sanitary and Epidemiological Service 

(SSES) of the Ministry of Defense Ukraine, as part of a sin-

gle SSES of Ukraine, was created.  Hygienic Administration 

was displayed on a separate staff out of Main Military Medi-

cal Department structure of the Ministry of Defense of 

Ukraine. Existing sanitary and epidemiological institutions 

of different levels of subordination (sanitary-

epidemiological types of troops armed forces, operational 

command, garrisons and sanitary-epidemiological labora-

tory divisions) were restructured and merged into a single 

sanitary-epidemiological chain of the Ministry of Defense of 

Ukraine (regional and territorial SES, garrison SES). 

At the stage of development of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine the formation of organizational structure vertical of 

medical supplies – governments and institutions of medical 

supplies in peacetime – was almost completed. 

Despite these difficulties, the main objective of the third 

phase of construction and development of the Armed Forces 

of Ukraine (until 2005) was a prospective model of Ukrain-

ian troops in 2010: – high-quality, mobile, multipurpose, 

armed and equipped with everything necessary. 

 Military medical service within the specified period 

continued the development of a new health care system, and 

to solve it, four major objectives were set: 

 • improve the health of militarв personnel; 
 • improve the qualitв and efficiencв of medical care; 
 • more efficient use of available resources; 
 • ensure free access of militarв personnel, their families 

and military retirees and population to modern means of 

diagnosis and treatment. 

 For this purpose creation of a unified military medical 

service in the administration of three verticals: medical diag-

nostic; sanitary and epidemiological; military medical sup-

plies and two systems: military medical education and re-

search, was envisaged. 

 The special features of the medical service of that pe-

riod include the active participation of Ukrainian military 

doctors in international activities and medical support 

peacekeeping contingents. As of 2003 Ukrainian peacekeep-

ers were in Kosovo (323 troops) and Iraq (1621 people), 

Sierra Leone (680 people), Lebanon (657 people), where 

medical care was organized with the requirements of the UN 

and NATO and presented by medical units of the first and 

second levels.  Medical support of Ukrainian peacekeeping 

contingents provides with 132 medical professionals, in-

cluding doctors – 51, nursing staff – 63, nurses – 18 people.  

Based on years of experience, a concept of medical support 

of Ukrainian peacekeeping contingent has been developed 

and implemented. 

At the end of the third stage of reforming the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine for 2003-2005. a significant amount of 

current events in the Armed Forces of Ukraine was held: 

conducting of the Defense Review and implementation of 

defense planning;  completion of the transition to Brigadier-

forces battalion structure;  beginning of functions separation 

of the Ministry of Defense and the General Staff and the 

beginning of a gradual transition to civilian Ministry of De-

fense. During this period, there was a transition in the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine, from the four-typed structure in 

three-typed one: 1. Army; 2. Air; 3. Naval forces. However, 

there was a further reduction in the total number of Armed 

Forces of Ukraine and active formation of functional struc-

tures of the Armed Forces, among them – the Joint Rapid 

Reaction Force. 

Military Medical Service at the time held the subordina-

tion of all health care and sanitary facilities with operational 

commands directly under the Department of hearth care of 

the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine. To analyze the health 

care system in wartime and evaluation of events, field health 

care institutions were organized: Military field mobile hos-

pital (2003), Military field surgical hospital (2004), Military 

mobile hospital (2005). 

From March 1, 2003 a new order of the Minister of De-

fense of Ukraine, the Ministry of Education and Science of 

Ukraine and the Ministry of Health of Ukraine dated Febru-

arв 10, 2003, № 31/68/53 “On Improving Training of Re-
serve Officers of Medical Service” was adopted. Under this 
order the Department of Extreme and Military Medicine was 

renamed the Department of Disaster Medicine and Military 

Medicine. 

In June 2005, the Military Medical Department of the 

South and West operational command (OC) were reorgan-

ized into Regional Medical Administration (RMA) and sub-

ordinated directly to the Department of Health of the Minis-

try of Defense of Ukraine. The following tasks were put at 

the regional medical administrations: organization of medi-

cal support training and daily activities of the region troops 

(forces); interaction with operational commands and main 

types commands of Armed Forces of Ukraine on troops 

medical support (forces); control and coordination of treat-

ment and diagnostic process in medical institutions in the 

region. 

In accordance with the requirements of Directive the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, medical service identified 

basic prospective indices of formation of “Reformation Pro-
gramme of medical provision system of Armed Forces of 

Ukraine for the period 2006-2011”. 
To improve medical support of military units and effi-

ciency of medical care under the territorial principle, the 

experiment was conducted in military units and institutions 

of Kiev and Vinnitsa garrisons, to improve the efficiency of 

medical staff usage. The basis of the experiment was the 

idea to include doctors and nursing staff of medical units to 

staffs (outpatient departments) of military hospitals. The use 

of medical personnel in the military units was viewed as a 

business trip to the hospitals. Thus, the chief of a military 

hospital was assigned responsibility for all health care units 

in the zone of responsibility. 

Since the beginning of the fourth phase (2006 – 2012), 

governing body of the Armed Forces of Ukraine enhanced 
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significantly its legislative work.  Among the set of priority 

measures, conducted by military medical service, there was, 

reorganization of the Central Military Clinical Hospital in 

Military medical clinic regions centers (MMCC) (Western, 

Central, Southern, Northern, Crimean and Main) with deter-

mination of regional areas of responsibility;  RMA of OC 

dissolution and introduction of MMCC staffs, in June 2007, 

operational health departments (OHD), which served as the 

governing body of the medical support on a defined terri-

tory;  establishment of the regions (except the Main – Kyiv) 

of five military mobile hospital (MMH) at MMCC; estab-

lishment of Scientific Medical Council at DHC of the Min-

istry of Defense of Ukraine ; establishment of the regional 

evacuation and transport departments at MMCC; creation of 

air-transport unit of air ambulance; reforming of military 

health centers in rehabilitation centers with relevant special-

ized departments and others. 

It should be noted that the implementation of the Pro-

gram of development of medical support of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine, during 2008 the leadership of DHC of 

the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine for participation MMCC 

regions a number of measures to check the combat readiness 

of established military mobile hospitals and special tactical 

training of field units, scheduled for a particular period, are 

held. Thus, during September 2008 a simultaneous MMH 

deployment of MMCC of Central and the Crimea regions 

and Military field infection hospital based on MMCC of 

Southern region. About 40% of disposable medical person-

nel were involved in this exercise. 

At the beginning of 2011 in Ukraine General Staff there 

were created another supreme governing body of Medical 

Service – Central Military Medical Department (CMMD) of 

Armed Forces of Ukraine. The main purpose of CMMD 

creating was the need to plan and implement medical sup-

port of Ukraine's Armed Forces in peacetime and times of 

crisis. At this time, the main problem was the separation of 

functions and tasks between Ukraine and the MMD of the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and CMMD of Armed 

Forces of Ukraine. Despite the Decree of the President of 

Ukraine, dated April 06.11 №406 / 2011 “On the Regulation 
of Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and the Regulations of 

the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine”, where 
the main task of the medical support system was delineated 

between the two governments, all the same finite under-

standing of functions, tasks and responsibilities could not be 

reached. This, in our view, is the end of the fourth stage of 

development (2006 – 2012) as the Armed Forces of Ukraine 

as its component – military medicine. 

From 2013 the final stage of development (stage of im-

provement of the Armed Forces of Ukraine) began whose 

starting point could be the approval of the Strategic Defence 

bulletin of Ukraine. Of course, this was preceded by exten-

sive and painstaking work of central executive bodies, in-

volved in solving the problems of security and defense of 

Ukraine. However, with the beginning of the aggression of 

Russia (2014) in the south and east of Ukraine, statute of the 

aforementioned defense bulletin was abolished and gradu-

ally lost their validity. 

At the request of President of Ukraine Decree №240 / 
2016 dated June 6, 2016, a new Strategic Defence Bulletin 

of Ukraine was put into operation. It identified the need to 

establish the principles and standards adopted in the states – 

members of NATO, effective, mobile, equipped with mod-

ern weapons, military and special appliances of Defense 

forces with model of the year 2020, which can ensure state 

defense as well as respond adequately and flexibly to mili-

tary threats to Ukraine's national security, using efficiently 

the available capacity (ability) and resources of the state. 

The main direction of further development of military 

medicine defined by objectives and major tasks of defense 

reform is to develop a system of medical support of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine, capable to support all compo-

nents of the defense forces of the state. 

Conclusions. 1. The study made it possible to determine 

the phasing of military medicine of independent Ukraine, to 

identify the main achievements and challenges accompany-

ing the transition process. 2. In conducting the investigation 

of medical provision and effectiveness of medical care to 

wounded and sick in a particular war or military operation, 

it is necessary to consider the decisive influence of the com-

plex of factors, among which the leading role belongs to the 

nature of the society's political system and level of eco-

nomic development. 3. During the period of forming the 

foundations of the Armed Forces of Ukraine (1991-1996), 

Military medicine of Ukraine has managed to form a 

“skeleton” of health care sвstem, got competent governing 
bodв and come from subordination of Ukraine’s Armed 
Forces Rear and introduced its own training of personnel 

resources. 
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